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Abstract—Polycrystalline Ni has been used as a substrate for high-current, coated YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_x$ superconductors. For many conductors, Ni is rolled to large deformation and annealed to produce a cube texture. In this study, Ni was rolled to >95% reduction and annealed in 5% H$_2$/95% He at 300–1000°C for various times. The resulting substrates were examined by scanning electron microscopy, X-ray and electron diffraction, and surface interferometry. Key determinations for the Ni were extent of in-plane and out-of-plane texture, surface smoothness, and grain size. The extent of texture was approximately independent of annealing temperature and increased slightly with annealing time. Annealing at temperatures >600°C increased surface roughness, primarily due to grain-boundary grooving. Grain growth was fastest at 1000°C and was proportional to time to the 0.1 power.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strong biaxial texture is required for high transport critical current density in polycrystalline YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_x$ (YBCO) [1]. Coated conductors are therefore being developed for high-current applications [2,3]. One family of coated conductors achieves the required cube texture through thermomechanical processing of a metallic substrate such as Ni or Ag [2-4]. Most work to date has been conducted on Ni, for which rolling is followed by annealing in a reducing environment. Thin film techniques are then used to deposit epitaxial Y$_2$O$_3$-stabilized ZrO$_2$ and CeO$_2$ buffer layers onto the textured metal to minimize superconductor contamination and match lattice parameters sufficiently well [2,3]. Ideally, the best metallic substrate for this type of conductor would be smooth, flat, and have perfect {001} <100> cube texture.

During annealing of Ni, in addition to developing the desired cube texture, grains grow, the surfaces of the individual grains roughen, and the grain boundaries become grooved. Although effects on coated conductors of surface smoothness of ZrO$_2$ buffers layers [5] and of cracking in CeO$_2$ buffer layers [6] have been reported, little attention has been focused on overall microstructural development in Ni substrates during annealing. Texture is, beyond question, the primary consideration. It is likely, however, that optimal texture can be achieved while simultaneously maximizing the smoothness of the Ni substrate. The goals of this work were to quantify the effects of annealing on texture, grain size, and surface smoothness of rolled Ni substrates and to identify an annealing treatment that can produce excellent texture and good overall structure.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

High-purity Ni (99.995%) sheet was rolled to >95% reduction to a thickness of 80 µm. Uniform deformation and a smooth surface finish were obtained by controlling rolling conditions and using polished WC rolls. The resulting Ni strips were sheared into 1 cm$^2$ coupons, which were cleaned with acetone and ethanol. The substrates were heat treated in a reducing environment (5% H$_2$/He) at ambient pressure over a range of time (0.5, 2, 4, and 12 h) and temperature (250, 400, 600, 800, and 1000°C).

For grain-size determination, samples were etched by immersing in a mixture of 10 mL H$_2$O, 10 mL ethanol, 10 mL HCl, and 2 g CuSO$_4$ and were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Grain size determinations followed ASTM standards [7].

Texture development was examined by diffraction techniques. Conventional X-ray diffraction 2θ scans were used to determine initial texture development. Degrees of out-of-plane and in-plane texture were characterized by rocking curves and Φ scans, respectively. SEM electron backscatter patterns (EBSPs) were used to quantitatively map the extent of misorientation between grains.

Surface roughness was characterized with a Zygo NewView 100 surface structure analyzer and MetroPro analysis software. By using coherent scanning white light interferometry, this system can measure topography and microstructure in three dimensions to a resolution of 0.1 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cubic texture, i.e., {001} <100> orientation, is known to develop directly from primary recrystallization in face-centered-cubic metals [8,9,10]. Because of ease of formability and resistance to oxidation, Ni has to date proved to be the best candidate as a substrate for coated conductors based on texture of the metal [2,3]. X-ray θ0 and Φ scans indicated that for annealing at 400–1000°C, the cube texture appeared to be strong and nearly independent of temperature. Shown in Fig. 1 are Φ scans for 400 and 800°C. Full width at half maximum values were 8–10° for both in-plane and out-of-plane texture.
EBSP data more accurately indicated the influences of time and temperature on texture development. For example, annealing between 400 and 1000°C for 0.5 h, showed no discernable difference in texture. However, longer times at temperature imparted slight improvements to the texture. These findings are consistent with expectations. In general, it has been reported that lower annealing temperatures and shorter annealing times lead to more diffuse cube orientations [8]. This effect may be due to abnormalities in orientation during the early stages of normal grain growth or the presence of twins [9].

Pole figures and 15° threshold orientation maps (black pixels represent orientations >15°) generated from the EBSPs for 400 and 1000°C samples are shown in Fig. 2. In general, results indicate that more than 80% of the grains are within 15° and 70% are within 10° of cube texture. It has been shown that misorientation angles between grains must be below ≈10° for acceptable texture development of the buffer and YBa2Cu3Ox layers [1-3]. Thus, all of the heat treatments produced relatively good textures.

Surface roughening and grain-boundary grooving were studied. The quality of the substrate surface is primarily dependent on the quality of the rolls used. For the scale-up to continuous production of coated conductors, it would be ideal if no polishing steps were to be needed. Chemical or mechanical polishing before the buffer deposition process is costly and may contaminate the surface and introduce strain into the grains. If polishing is to be avoided, grain-boundary grooving during annealing must be minimized.

At equilibrium, where grain boundaries intersect the surface, minimization of free energy involves the creation of a groove with dihedral angle α. Grooving can be described by: \( \gamma_b = \gamma_{fs} \cos(\alpha/2) \), where \( \gamma_b \) and \( \gamma_{fs} \) are the surface tensions of the grain boundary and the free surfaces, respectively. It has been shown that for long annealing times grooves can range between 0.1–1 μm deep and up to 8 μm wide [11]. Excessive grooving may contribute to the overall surface roughness and thereby degrade the overall quality of the buffer and superconductor layers. However, during annealing, surface diffusion can smooth the surface [12]. There is a balance between these two effects.

Figure 3 shows surface roughness as a function of time for annealing at 600 and 1000°C; the roughness parameter Ra is defined by the absolute value of the arithmetic average deviation from the best-fit surface. From an initial value of 180 Å for the as-rolled condition, Ra decreased slightly with increasing annealing times at 600°C, but increased with time at 1000°C. It is likely that diffusional surface smoothing dominated at 600°C, whereas, at 1000°C, grain-boundary grooving dominated; however, the effect saturated at ≈4 h. To minimize the effects of rolling and better examine the influence grooving on surface roughness, some samples were mechanically polished before annealing to a Ra value of 50 Å. Figure 4 shows the surface roughnesses of polished and as-rolled samples that were annealed at various temperatures for 0.5 and 12 h.
Roughness remained approximately constant to 600°C and steadily increased with temperature due to thermal grooving. Initially as-rolled surfaces were resistant to roughening at 0.5 h, regardless of temperature. This result is quite probably due to competition between diffusional smoothing and grain-boundary grooving. At long times, grooving dominated.

In general, depending on initial surface roughness, grooving can be expected to increase the surface roughness when it exceeds the roughness induced by rolling.

Individual line scans on polished surfaces confirmed that grooving became significant at 600°C and gradually increased at higher temperatures. Groove depth ranged from <0.1 μm at 600°C to ~1 μm at 1000°C. Figure 5 shows the effect of grooving on adding to the overall surface roughness. As a consequence of the analysis software, any negative deviations from the centerline are plotted as positive deviations; thus, the grooves appear as protrusions. As annealing time and temperature increased, thermal grooving had a more profound influence on Ra.

Grain size was also studied, primarily because for subsequent processing to form the superconductor, it is best if the grain size does not change. Furthermore, the larger the grain size the fewer the problems stemming from grain boundaries. Figure 6 shows an SEM image where the grains are distinctly separated by grain-boundary grooves. Average grain sizes after annealing were ~30–40 μm, with rather large standard deviations. Nonuniform grain growth at short annealing times may be due to a sharp preferred texture. The large deformations introduced by the rolling process fostered rapid nucleation and growth during primary recrystallization and lead initially to a large population of small grains. Many grains were rapidly consumed during normal grain growth; however, the grain-growth rate quickly tapered off with time [11].
An equation proposed by Beck [13,14] for grain growth in metals is 
\[ G = k t^n \]
where \( G \) is average grain size, \( t \) is time, \( n \) is the grain-growth exponent, and \( k \) is related to an activation energy
\[ k = k_0 \exp(-Q/RT) \]
where \( k_0 \) is a constant and \( T \) is absolute temperature. The value of \( n \) reaches a limit of 0.5 near the melting point, but for most metals \( 0.1 \leq n \leq 0.5 \) [13]. Calculations showed \( n = 0.1 \) at 600 and 1000°C. This low value of \( n \) can be attributed to: (i) the fact that all anneals were conducted well below the melting temperature; (ii) the strong cube textures reduced the population of high-angle grain boundaries and, therefore, the driving force for boundary migration [13,15]; (iii) growth rates can be inhibited by free surfaces and our coupons were thin relative to the grain size [13,14]; and (iv) the grain-boundary grooves may have impeded growth.

IV. SUMMARY

The multilayer architecture of coated conductors requires deposition of several of thin films under changing thermal conditions. The substrate surface must provide a stable foundation for all subsequent layers. For Ni sheets uniformly rolled to >95% deformation, the development of a sharp cube texture was present for all heat treatment at 400–1000°C, showing a slight improvement with longer annealing times.

Grain-boundary grooving had a significant contribution to the surface roughness, becoming significant at temperatures \( \geq 600°C \). At temperature \( < 600°C \), surface smoothing was dominant. Grooving may also have the effect of slowing grain growth at higher temperatures. Grain growth of Ni during annealing was affected by heat treatment conditions, sheet thickness, and texture.

For a goal of development of a stable microstructure with grain size, low surface roughness, and a sharp cube texture, the following heat treatment may offer potential for producing the desired result. First, one should anneal rolled Ni for a long time at low temperature to form large uniform grains and smooth the surface. Then, one should anneal for a short time at high temperature to induce a small amount of grooving to stabilize the microstructure, but not long enough to increase surface roughness substantially.
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